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My Personal Migration Story
There are many decisions in life. It seems like almost everyday I find myself having to
choose between two paths. For example, this morning I stood flat-footed in deep thought in front
of the cereal bar at the NDSU Dining Center. I found myself having to choose between Captain
Crunch and Apple Jacks. Both had their “pushes and pulls” but due to the angry, hungry mob
waiting in line behind me I didn’t have time to whip out my push-pull model of breakfast
munchies. I had to make a quick choice. Decisions come in different degrees of importance. SO
THEY DO! For example, choosing a college to attend was much more time consuming and
thought provoking than choosing between two bowls of sugary goodness. I migrated from
Brainerd, Minnesota to Fargo, North Dakota to attend NDSU and this is my migration story.
NICE START TO THE ESSAY.

My origin was Brainerd, Minnesota. I graduated from high school at Pequot Lakes and I
was looking forward to taking the next step in my education: college. Choosing the right school
or even choosing to go at all was a critical thinking process that involved many “pushes and
pulls” that I had to consider. Living at home for free in a place that was abundant of familiar
faces and friends was definitely a “pull” to stay. I was comfortable with my surroundings and
didn’t want the stress of adapting to a new city. However, living on my own and gaining certain
privileges as well as an education was a big “push” to get away. Overall, my “pushes”
outweighed my “pulls” and I decided to move to Fargo, North Dakota but there were some
obstacles along the way. OKAY.

Moving to a new city demanded money, time, labor, and required a form of reliable
transportation. These were the major obstacles I found between my origin and destination. I had
to overcome the cost of tuition and living, secure a reliable car to travel the distance, and put
enough time and energy aside to achieve my plans for migration. I worked hard during the

summers to save financial resources and purchase a car. Time and energy was sacrificed but in
the end my obstacles were overcome. SO NOTED!
My destination “pulled” me on many different levels. I wanted to major in engineering
and I heard NDSU had a great engineering program. My visit to NDSU also confirmed my
suspicions and “pulled” me closer to my destination. The travel distance from campus back to
my home in Minnesota was also a “pull”. I liked getting away from my hometown but I liked
being only a couple of hours from home. These factors didn’t come without an opposing force.
My destination also had “pushes.” Fargo is cold, flat and windy! Having to wear a snowmobile
suit to class everyday just to stay alive was definitely a “push” from my destination. Fargo was
not my only possible destination. I considered U of M Duluth too. Duluth was more expensive
and just as cold. It had more “pushes” and less “pulls” than Fargo. Therefore, Fargo was seen as
more favorable similar to the Push-Pull Model of Migration. GOOD OBSERVATIONS.

In conclusion, my choices and considerations taken to move from Brainerd, Minnesota to
Fargo, North Dakota followed the Push-Pull Model of Migration very closely. I was surprised to
discover that a complex process of making choices to migrate can be organized and represented
in such a simple model. My understanding of the model and how it relates to my personal
migration history has been made very clear and I look forward to where my travels take me after
graduation. Now if I can only decide on a cereal… EXCELLENT!

